
From: Michael <michael@theyfly.com>
Date: May 21, 2004 11:48:20 AM PDT
To: SKEPTICMAG@aol.com, derek@iigwest.com, roberto@debunker.com,
randi@randi.org, Vaughn@cfiwest.org, James Underdown <jim@cfiwest.org>
Subject: UFO case

Hi Robert,

I am the man quoted in the Register-Guard newspaper article  (May 15) regarding
the Billy Meier Contacts from Switzerland, ongoing for 62 years, and I would be
delighted to engage you in a debate on the case. May I suggest that if we do engage
in a debate that you familiarize yourself with the failure of CFI-West to duplicate
even one of Meier's photos and one of his film segments (taken during the pre-
computer era between 1975 and 1978), a challenge they accepted in February 2001
after declaring Meier's photographic evidence an "easily duplicated hoax". (They
have a complete, masochistic webpage documenting our correspondence.)

After more than three years, they finally posted some photos of a suspended model
but refused to submit the photos to the same scientific testing standards Meier's
were in the 1980s. The lead investigator from CFI-West, Vaughn Rees, publicly
refused (in front of millions of people) during my four-hour interview on the Art
Bell radio show, March 7-8, to such testing. Gee, I wonder why? A 23-page overview
of the photographic analysis is freely available from my website, as is a sound
recording of the UFO and an analysis of those sounds. All physical evidence remains
irreproducible to this day.

Additionally, noted skeptic James Randi retracted his claim that the case is a hoax.

When you visit my webpage and see one of the film segments, please refer to the
paragraph below should you be tempted, as skeptic Dr. Steven Novella was, to offer
a "thing on a string" theory. I shall also soon be posting an article quoting the
(rather self-impressed) Dr. Novella in one of his finest moments when he actually
gives two additional, precise reasons why the film is authentic. Another slanderer of
Meier and the case, Michael Shermer, has been conspicuously derelict in backing up
his aspersions, contenting himself perhaps with playing the expert to lesser informed
audiences.

Naturally, if you do wish to enter this debate, I would expect you to back up any
claims of "hoax" or similar. And, of course, should you be unable to credibly do so,
you'd have to publicize that as well. Please let me know if you are up for the
interaction.

Sincerely,

Michael Horn
Authorized American Media Representative
The Billy Meier Contacts
www.theyfly.com


